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In this article the general approach to Plotkin style operational semantics of [12) is extended to Transition 

System Specifications (TSS's) with rules that may contain negative premises. Two problems arise: firstly 

the rules may be inconsistent, and secondly it is not obvious how a TSS determines a transition relation. 

We present a general method, based on the stratification technique in logic programming, to prove con

sistency of a set of rules and we show how a specific transition relation can be associated with a TSS in a 

natural way. Then a special format for the rules, the ntyftl ntyxt-fo rmat, is defined. It is shown that for this 

format three important theorems hold. The first theorem says that bisimulation is a congruence if all opera

tors are defined using this format. The second theorem states that under certain restrictions a TSS in ntyft

format can be added conservatively to a TSS in pure ntyftl ntyxt-format. Finally, it is shown that the trace 

congruence for image finite processes induced by the pure ntyftl ntyxt-format is precisely bisimulation 

equivalence. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, many process calculi, programming languages and specification languages are pro
vided with an operational semantics in Plotkin style [22,23). We mention CCS [16, 18), SCCS [17), 

ACP [I I], MEUE [4], Esterel [8], LOTOS [13) and Ada [3). 
In [12) an operational semantics in Plotkin style is defined by a TSS (Transition System 

Specification). Basically, a TSS consists of three components. A signature defines the language ele

ments. All terms over this signature will be referred to as (process) terms or processes. The second 

component of a TSS is a set of actions or labels representing the different activities of process terms. 

The last component is a set of rules that define how processes can perform certain activities depending 

on the presence of specific actions in other processes. In [12) the possibility to perform activity based 

on the absence of actions is not considered. 
But in many cases it is convenient to have this possibility. For instance, a deadlock detector D(p) 

of a process p can naturally be specified as follows: if p can do no action any more then D (p) may 

signal deadlock. We find deadlock detectors described in this way in [ 14, 21 ). Deadlock detection also 

is used in sequencing processes. If in p-q (process p sequenced with q) p cannot do anything, q may 

start. See for instance [ 19) or [9], where it is observed that sequencing can only be defined using nega

tive premises. 
Negative conditions are also useful to describe priorities. Suppose() is a unary operator that blocks 

all actions which do not have the highest priority. An operational description of fJ(p) could be that it 
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can only perform action a if it cannot perform any activity with higher priority. Descriptions of prior
ities with negative premises can be found in [10, 12]. 

Another area where negative conditions can be fruitfully applied is the area of (semi) synchronous 
parallel operators. Suppose a sender wants to send data to a receiver. If the receiver is willing to 
accept the data, then data transfer will take place. If the receiver is not willing to accept the data then 
the sender may not be blocked and data may for instance disappear. This can conveniently be 
described using negative premises. PNuEu [24] defines an operator in this way. Also the put and get 
primitives of BERGSTRA [7] can be defined using negative premises. 

Often negative premises can be avoided. Using additional labels, function names and rules an 
operational semantics can be given with only positive premises. But then there are many auxiliary 
transitions that do not correspond to positive activity of the system that is modeled or specified. More
over, definitions of operational semantics become more complex than necessary. This means that an 
important property of operational semantics in Plotkin style, namely simplicity, is violated. 

For these reasons we believe that it is useful to investigate how one can deal with negative premises 
in TSS's. 

A format of rules that allows negative premises is the GSOS-format of BLOOM, lsTRAIL & MEYER [9]. 
All operators mentioned above can be defined in this format. The GSOS-format, however, is incompa
tible with the (pure) tyft!tyxt-format [12] that allows lookahead and no negative premises. Many use
ful operators definable in the tyft!tyxt-format cannot be defined using the GSOS format. 

pure ntyft!ntyxt-format 

-~ '· 

pure tyft!tyxt GSOS 

~/ 
positive GSOS 

l 
DE SIMONE format 

FIGURE 1 

The situation is described by the black arrows in figure l. The positive GSOS-format is the most gen
eral format that is below both the tyft!tyxt-format and the GSOS-format. Below the positive GSOS
format we find the DE SIMONE-format [26] which was already defined by R. de Simone in 1984. The 
DE SIMONE-format is powerful enough to define all the usual operators of ees, Sees, AeP and 
MEDE. All formats will be explained more precisely in the last section of this article. 

The natural question arises whether a format exists that is more general than both the pure 
tyftltyxt-format and the GSOS-format. An obvious candidate for such a format is obtained by adding 
negative premises to the tyftltyxt-format, getting the pure ntyftlntyxt-format. Then in the name of the 
format is added to indicate the possible presence of negative premises. We arrive at the situation dep
icted by the dotted arrows in figure I. 

Two problems arise when rules can be in pure ntyftlntyxt-format: 
I. It is possible to give an inconsistent set of rules. This means that one can derive with the rules 
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that a process can perform an action if and only if it cannot do so. In this case the rules do not 

define an operational semantics. 
2. Even if the rules are consistent, it is not immediately obvious how these rules determine an 

operational semantics. The normal notion of provability of transitions where the rules in a TSS 

are used as inference rules is not satisfactory. 
We deal with the first problem by formulating an easy method of checking whether a transition rela

tion is consistent. This method is based on the local stratifications [2, 25] that are used in logic pro

gramming. The other problem is solved by formulating an explicit definition of the transition rela

tion. We argue that our choice is a very natural one. 
Furthermore, general properties of the ntyftlntyxt-format are studied. It is shown that bisimulation 

is a congruence for this format. Then, in section 6 we define the sum of two TSS's and we prove a 

theorem stating the most general conditions under which a TSS can be added conservatively to another 

TSS. 
In [12] the completed trace congruences induced by the pure tyft!tyxt-format and the GSOS format 

are characterized. It is interesting to know the impact of the more powerful testing capabilities of the 

pure ntyft!ntyxt-format. Surprisingly, it turns out that the (completed) trace congruence induced by 

the pure ntyftlntyxt-format is exactly strong bisi.mulation. This is shown by a small test system that 

provides an alternative for the test systems of [I] and [9]. We do not need the global testing operators 

like the ones used in these articles. The combination of copying, lookahead and negative premises turns 

out to be powerful enough. 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS. I thank Frits Vaandrager, Jos Baeten and Fer-Jan de Vries for their helpful 

comments. 

2. TRANSITION SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS AND STRATIFICATIONS 

This section describes a TSS as a general framework for defining an operational semantics in Plotkin 

style. A condition is developed that guarantees the existence of transition relations agreeing with a 

TSS. This condition is comparable to local stratification as used in logic programming. Next, we 

define which transition relation is associated with a TSS. Finally, some remarks are made about a 

class of TSS's which determine a transition relation in a unique way. We start off by defining the 

basic notations that are used throughout the paper. We assume the presence of an infinite set V of 

variables with typical elements x,y, z · · · . 

2.1. DEFINITION. A (single sorted) signature is a structure 'l::=(F,r) where: 
F is a set of function names disjoint with V, 
r:F-+N is a rank function which gives the arity of a function name; if feF and r(j)=O then /is 

called a constant name. 
Let W ~ V be a set of variables. The set of 'l::-terms over W, notation T('l::, W), is the least set satisfy

ing: 
W~T('l::, W), 

if/eFand t1> . .. ,tr(f)eT('l::,W), then/{11> ... ,tr(f»eT('l::,W). 

T('l::, 0) is abbreviated by T('l::); elements from T('l::) are called closed or ground (process) terms. T('l:) 

is used to abbreviate T('l:,V), the set of open terms. Clearly, T('l:)CT{'l:). Var(t)~V is the set of 

variables in a term t e T ('l:). A substitution a is a mapping in V--+ T {l:). A substitution a is extended 

to a mapping a:T(l:)-+ T(l:) in a standard way by the following definition: 

a(j(t1> . .. ,tr(f))) = f(a(t1) , .. . ,a(tr<f») for /eF and t., . .. ,tr(f)eT(l:). 
A substitution is closed if it maps all variables onto closed terms. 

:--;;: .: ·---
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2.2. DEFINITION. A TSS (Transition System Specification) is a triple P =(l:,A,R) with l:=(F,r) a sig
nature, A a set of labels and R a set of rules of the form: 

{tk~tk' lkEK} U {tr-!¥71 IEL} 

t ...!!?t' 

with K,L index sets, tk,lk',t1,t,t' ET(l:), ak>b1,a EA (k EK, I EL). An expression of the form t ...!!?t' is 
called a (positive) literal. Here t is called the source and t' the target of the literal. t ..Ef-7 is called a 
negative literal. f/>,t/J,x are used to range over literals. The literals above the line are called the premises 
and the literal below the line is called the conclusion. A rule is called an axiom if its set of premises is 

empty. An axiom ~ , is often written as t ...!!?t'. The notions 'substitution', 'Var' and 'closed' 
t t 

extend to literals and rules as expected. 

Note that this definition differs from the definition of a TSS in [12] because it allows an infinite 
number of premises and some premises may now be negative. The purpose of a TSS is to define a 
transition relation -7!:Tr(l:,A)=T(l:)XA XT(l:). A transition relation states under what actions 
closed terms over the signature can evolve into one another. This expresses the operational behavior 
of these terms. Elements (t,a,t') of a transition relation are written as t ...!!?t'. We say that a positive 
literal t/J holds in --7. notation --7 t=t/J, if t/JE --7. A negative literal t ..Ef-7 holds in --7. notation 
--7 t=t ..Ef-7, if for no t'ET(l:) t ...!!?t'E--7. 

2.3. For TSS's without negative premises the notion of a transition relation that must be associated 
with it is rather straightforward. All literals that can be proved by a finite proof tree where the rules 
of the TSS P are used as inference rules, are in the transition relation associated with P. For TSS's 
with negative premises these proof trees cannot be used. It is not so obvious which transition relation 
should be associated with a TSS. In [9] BLOOM, ISTRAIL and MEYER require that a transition relation 
agrees with a TSS. We think that this should at least be the case. We repeat their definition here, 
using our own notation. 

2.3.1. DEFINITION. Let P=(l:,A,R) be a TSS. Let -7!:Tr(l:,A) be a transition relation. --7 agrees 
with P if: 

{Xk lkEK} 
t/JE -7 ~ 3 ER and 3a:V~T(l:) such that: 

x 

a(x) = t/J and 'rJ k EK: --7 t= aCxk ). 

Unfortunately, for a given TSS P it is not guaranteed that a transition relation that agrees with P 
exists and if it exists it need not be unique. We give three examples illustrating these points. The last 
example already occurred in [9]. 

2.3.2. ExAMPLE. It is possible to give a TSS P that does not define a transition relation. Let P consist 
of one constant f, one label a and one rule 

f-Ef-7 

f ...!!.?/" 
For any transition relation --7 that agrees with P, /-fl.::;/E--7 iff /...!!?/e--7. Clearly, such a transi
tion relation does not exist. 
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2.3.3. ExAMPLE. This example shows that if a transition relation that agrees with a TSS exists, it need 

not be unique. Take for example a TSS with as only rule: 

{...!!?{ 

f ...!!?I 

Both the empty transition relation and the transition relation (f...!!?/} agree with this TSS. 

2.3.4. ExAMPLE. If we only use variables in the premises, we can still have an inconsistency. Suppose 

we have a TSS which consists of constants a and 6 and two unary function names f and g. Further

more, we have exactly one label a and the following rules: 

x ...f!?y y ...f!?z 

f(x)...!!76 

x ..!!f-7 
g(x)...!!76' 

a ...f!?g(f (a)). 

No transition relation agrees with this TSS since if it would exist we would have that f (a)...!!76 is an 

element of this relation iff it is not. 

2.4. In this section we will develop a condition on TSS's which guarantees the existence of transition 

relations that agree with them. The idea is that a transition relation is constructed in a stepwise 

manner. Whenever it is assumed that some literal does not exist in a transition relation, it must be 

guaranteed that there is no way to derive the opposite from this assumption. It can be visualized how 

literals can be derived from each other in a literal dependency graph of a TSS P =(~,A,R). In this 

graph it is recorded by directed edges how literals depend on each other. An edge from literal cf> to 1" 
is labeled by 'p' to express that 1" is the conclusion and cf> · a positive premise of o(r) for some closed 

substitution o and rule rER. An edge from t ...!!?t' to 1" is labeled with 'n' if 1" is the conclusion of 

o(r) and t ..!!f-7 is a negative premise. If there is a cycle in the literal dependency graph with a nega

tive edge then one may derive from the assumption that for any t" literal t ...f!?t" is not an element of 

a transition relation ---7 agreeing with P, that t ...f!?t' must be an element of ---7, which is a contradic

tion. As an example a part of the literal dependency graph of example 2.3.4 is depicted in figure 2. 

n 

a ...!!?g(f(a)) p 

FIGURE 2 

2.4.1. DEFINITION. Let P =(~,A,R) be a TSS. The (labeled) Literal Dependency Graph (LDG) G 

related to P has as nodes the literals in Tr(~,A) and as labels p and n. The edges of G are given by 

the triples: 
<o(cp),p,o(l/I)> where o is a closed substitution such that there is a rule rER with a positive premise 

c/> and a conclusion 1" 
combined with 

<c/>,n,o(l/I)> where o is a closed substitution such that there is a rule rER with a negative premise 

t~ and a conclusion 1" such that for some t'ET(~) o(t~t')=cJ>. 
If there is a path between two literals c/> and 1" of which all edges are labeled with p, it is said that 
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there is a positive dependency between q, and If;. If this path contains at least one edge with label n, we 
say that If; depends negativery on q,. 

In the next definition the notion of a stratifiable TSS is introduced. It will be shown that for 
stratifiable TSS's there exists a transition relation that agrees with it. As the adjective stratifiable sug
gests, it is possible to make a 'stratification'. This will be shown later. 

2.4.2. DEFINITION. Let P be a TSS. P is strati.fiable if there is no node in the literal dependency graph 
G of P, such that a path ending in this node contains an infinite number of negative edges. 

The following definition assigns an ordinal to each positive literal q,. This ordinal represents the 
number of negative edges in chains ending in q,. 

2.4.3. DEFINITION. Let P be a stratifiable TSS with a literal dependency graph G. Nodes that have no 
incoming chains containing a negative edge are called LDG basic nodes. Furthermore, p is an 
equivalence relation between literals such that f/Jptf; iff f/J=tf; or there is a path in G from q, to If; and 
vice versa. Note that if q,ptf; then q, is a LDG basic node iff If; is a LDG basic node. Define rankp on 
the equivalence classes of Tr(~.A)I pas follows: 

rankp(f/J/ p)=O if q, is a LDG basic node, 
rankp(f/J/ p)=sup({rankp(tf;I p)+ I I {tf;,n,x) is an edge in G and XEf/J/ p} U 

{rankp(tf;I p)I (tf;,p,x) is an edge in G, XEf/J/ p and tf;~f/J/ p}) otherwise. 
Here sup(X) gives the least ordinal ;;;i. all elements in X. Define rankp(f/J)=rankp(f/JI p). 

2.4.4. ExAMPLE. Here we will give an example of a TSS P for which the rankp function uses infinite 
ordinals. Take the TSS P with one constant f and as labels the natural numbers. Take as rules: 

f-I!A n~O. 
f~f 

f-I!A 
!~! 

for n odd 

rankp:Tr(~,A)-+w·2 is defined by rankp(j-2!.?f)=(n +I)/2 if n odd and rankp(j..!!.?f)=w+nl2 if n 

even. 

Checking whether or not a literal dependency graph contains cycles with negative edges is laborious 
and therefore not very useful to check the consistency of a set of rules. The literal dependency graph 
can be used more fruitfully to construct examples showing that a given TSS is inconsistent. Local 

stratifications [2, 25] provide a more useful technique to show consistency. A stratification of a TSS is 
given by the following definition. 

2.4.5. DEFINITION. Let P =(~,A,R) be a TSS. A function S :Tr(~.A)-+a, where a is an ordinal, is 
called a stratification of P if for every rule 

{tk ~tk' I kEK} U {tr..!¥71 IEL} 
~--------~--------~~~ER 

t ..l!.7t' 

and every substitution a: V-+ T(~) it holds that: 

for all k EK: S(a(tk ~tk'))~S(a(t ..l!.7t')) 

for all /EL and t/ ET(~): S(a(tr~t/))<S(a(t ..l!.7t')) 

If P has a stratification, we say that P is stratified. For {J<a, Sp={f/JjS(q,)=/J} is called a stratum. If 
all literals with the same label are in the same stratum then we will speak about an equi-label 
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stratification. In the same way we will speak about an equi-source and an equi-target stratification. 

2.4.6. LEMMA. Let P =(~,A,R) be a TSS. P is stratifiable if! P is stratified 

PROOF. "~" As P is stratifiable, the function rankp:Tr(~.A)-+a for some ordinal a is defined. It is 
easy to check that rankp is a stratification of P. 
"~" Suppose P is stratified by a stratification S : Tr (~,A )-+a. Construct the literal dependency graph 
G of P. By transfinite induction on /3 it is shown that if S(q,) = /3 then there is no chain ending in q, in 
the literal dependency graph, containing an infinite number of negative labels. Suppose the induction 
holds for all f:J'</3, S(q,) = /3 and there is a chain ending in q, labeled with an infinite number of n's in 
the literal dependency graph. Then this means that there is a tail of the chain 

. .. 1/1,,Pn . .• 4'2,tPi.tP 

such that q, depends positively on q,1, q,1 depends positively on tP2 etc., while tl»n is the first literal that 
depends negatively on a literal t/J. Hence, S(t/J)<S(,P)=/J. Using the induction hypothesis there is no 
chain labeled with an infinite number of n's ending in t/J. But this contradicts the assumption that 
there was one from q,. D 

2.5. As remarked in example 2.3.3 there is not always one unique transition relation that agrees with 
P. Therefore, we will define, given a TSS P with a stratification S, a relation ---7P,s which we call the 
transition relation associated with P (based on S). The construction of the transition relation ---7P,s 

from a transition system specification is as follows: a literal q, with S(q,)=O is in ---7P,s if it can be 
'derived' using rules of P, which do not have negative premises, in the ordinary sense. We now know 
which literals q, with S(,P)=O are not in ---7P,s· We use this information to find which literals q, with 
S(q,) = l are in ---7P,s· In this way we can continue for all strata. 

The transition relation associated with P has two nice properties. When we have a TSS P without 
negative premises, then the transition relation associated with P exactly coincides with the transition 
relation containing all provable literals [12). Moreover, the definition of ---7P,s is independent of the 
stratification S . This last statement is proved in lemma 2.5.4. 

First the degree(r) of a rule r in a TSS is defined. It is a cardinal that is greater than the number of 
positive premises in r. Moreover, it is regular. This means that if an ordinal a• <degree(r) is assigned 
to each positive premise q, of r, then there is still some ordinal /3 such that ~ </J<degree(r) for all 
premisses q,. If r has a finite number of premises, then degree(r)=w. degree is introduced to avoid 
taking the union over the class of all ordinals in definition 2.5.2. In theorem 2.5.3 the regularity of 
degree(r) is crucial. 

2.5.1. DEFINITION. Let P =(~,A,R) be a TSS. Let reR be a rule in R. degree(r) is the smallest regu
lar cardinal greater than I K I where K is the index set of positive premises of r. degree(P) is the 
smallest regular cardinal such that degree(P)~degree(r) for each r eR. 

2.5.2. DEFINITION. Let P =(~.A,R) be a TSS with a stratification S :Tr(~,A)-+a for some ordinal a. 

The transition relation ---7P,s associated with P (and based on S) is defined as: 

---7P S = LJ ---7f. 
' O<i<a 

where transition relations ---7f c;;:Tr(~.A) (O~i<a), ---7ijc;;:Tr(~.A) (O~i<a, O~j<degree(P)) are 
inductively defined by: 

---7f = U ---7ij for l ~i < a 
O<j <degrtt(P) 

---7ij = { q, I S(q,) = i, 
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·=:='--= 

{Xk lkEK} 
3 ER, 3o:V-+T(~): 

x 

o(x)=<f> and 'Vk EK [Xk is positive => U -7f'l., U U -7f.1= o(Xk)] and 
O<j'<j O<i'<i 

[Xk is negative => U -7f. 1= o(Xk)]} 
O<i'<i 

for OE;;;i <a and OE;;;j<degree(P). 

2.5.3. THEOREM. Let P =(l:.,A,R) be a TSS with stratification S :Tr(l:.,A )-+a for some ordinal a. Tnen 

there is a transition relation, namely -7P,S• that agrees with P. 

PROOF. We will show that -7P,S agrees with P: 
=>) Suppose that for a rule 

{tk ..!.&?tk' I k EK} u {t,--¥7 I IEL} 
r= ~' ER 

t-,t 

and a closed substitution a all premises hold in -7P,S· Define /J=S(a(t ~t')). For a negative 
premise t1 ..1!if7 it trivially holds that for every t" E T(l:.) t1 ~t" fl U O<i <P-7f. For a positive 
premise tk..!.&?tk' it holds that either a(tk..!.&?tk')E U 0.,_;<p-7f or o(tk..!.&?tk')E-7G. Consider 
the set T=UV<degree(P) and for some kEK j is the smallest ordinal such that 
a(tk ..!!.&?tk')E-7pj }. IT I E;;; I K I <degree(P). As degree(P) is a regular cardinal, there is some 
OE;;;j'E;;;degree(P) such that j"<j'<degree(P) for every j"ET. Hence, for this j': 
a(t ~t')E-7Gj' by definition. Hence, a(t ~t')E-7P,S· 

<==) Suppose t/IE-7P,S· Then for some OE;;;i<a, OE;;;j<degree(P) t/IE-7fj. According to the definition 
of -7P,s this means that there is a closed substitution o and a rule 

r = {Xk I k EK} ER 

x 
such that o(x)=t/I and if Xk is positive o(Xk)E U O<j'<j-7fj· U U O<i'<;-7f,. But then 
a(Xk)e-7P,S· If Xk=t...!!.A then for every t'ET(l:.): a(t~t')fl Uo<i'<;-7f.. Due to the 
stratification S(a(t ~t'))<i. Hence, a(t ~t')fl-7f. for i'";;t.i and therefore a(t ~t')fl-7P,S· 
So all premises of a(r) hold in -7P,S· D 

We show here that the particular stratification used in the construction of -7P,s is not of any impor· 
tance. 

2.5.4. LEMMA. Let P be a TSS which is stratified by stratifications S and S'. Tne transition relation 

associated with P and based on S is equal to the transition relation associated with P and based on S'. 

PROOF. Assume P =(~,A,R). Suppose -7P,s=l=-7P,S'· This means that there is some <f> such that 
either <f>E-7p,s--7P,S' or c/>E-7p,s·--7P,s· Assume that <f> is minimal with respect to S, i.e. 
S(<f>)E;;;S(t/I) for all t/le(-7P,s--7P,s')U(-7ps·--7p,s)- Define i=S(<f>). 
I. Suppose <f>E-7p,s--7P,S'· Then <f>E-7~ for some OE;;;j <degree(P) (see definition 2.2). Assume 

that <f> is minimal with respect to -7fj, i.e. for all "1 with S(t/l)=i and t/IE-7p,s--7P,s': t/lfl-7fj· 

withj'<J. 
As -7P,s agrees with P there is a closed instantiated rule a(r) with conclusion <f> and premises Xk 

(k eK) such that -7P,s I= Xk. As <f>fl-7P,S' it cannot be that all premises Xk (k EK} hold in -7P,S'. 

Hence, -7P,S' Ji! Xk• for some k' EK. If Xk' is a positive literal then 
Xk• EU O<j"<j-7fj .. U U O<i"<;-7f.· and Xk• fl-7P,S'· But this contradicts one of the assumptions 
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that q, is minimal. 
If Xlc-=t~ then for some t'ET(~) t....f!.?t'E---7r.s·----7r.s and S(t....!!.?t')<i. But this contrad
icts the minimality assumption with respect to S. 

2. Considering f/JE-7r,s· --?r,s leads to a contradiction in almost the same way as the former 
case. 0 

This last lemma allows us to drop the stratification as a subscript in the transition relation -7r,s 

associated to a stratifiable TSS P. Further, it provides the following technique to give an operational 
semantics in Plotkin style when there are negative premises around: define a TSS P and prove with a 

convenient stratification that P is stratifiable. Then P alone determines the transition relation -7 p 

associated with P. 

2.6. In this section we show that if we strengthen the requirements on stratifications, then the transi

tion relation that agrees with P is unique. 

2.6.1. DEFINITION. Let P =(~,A.R) be a TSS and let S :Tr(~,A)-a for some ordinal a be a 
stratification of P. S is a strict stratification of P if for every rule 

{tk~tk'lkEK} U {t1~ I/EL} 
r= t....!!.?t' ER 

and every substitution o, o(t ....!!.?t') is in a strictly higher stratum than a(tk ~tk') (k EK) and 
a(t1 ~t") for I EL and any t" ET(~). In this case we call P strictly stratifiable. 

If P is strictly stratifiable then this is equivalent to stating that the literal dependency graph of P con
tains no infinite chain ending in some literal q,. 

2.6.2. THEOREM. Let P be a strictly stratifiable TSS. Then the transition relation that is associated with 

P is the unique relation that agrees with P. 

PROOF. Let P =(~,A,R). Suppose -7i is a transition relation that agrees with P. P bas a strict 
stratification S: T(~)-a for some ordinal a. Let -?r,s be the transition relation that is associated 
with P. Assume, in order to generate a contradiction, that -7r,s=F-7i. This implies that there is 

some literal q, such that f/JE-7r.s--?i or f/JE-7. --?r.s· Assume furthermore that q, is minimal, 
i.e. for all lf!E(-7r.s--7t)U(-7i --7r.s): S(q,)<.S(lf!). For reasons of symmetry it is enough to 
consider only one case: tl>E-7r.s--?i- As -?r,s agrees with P there is a rule 

{Xk jkEK} 
....;....____;___---'-ER 

x 
and a substitution a:V-T(~) such that f/J=o(x), -7r,sl=o{Xlc) for all kEK. Then for some k'EK 

-7i 11 a(Xk·) because otherwise, as -7i agrees with P, f/JE-7. contradicting the assumption. 
If a(Xlc•) is a positive literal then o(Xlc')E-7r,s. o(Xlc·)~-7. and S(Xlc.)<S(q,). This contradicts the 
minimality of q,. If a(Xk.)-t....!!/-7 then for some t'ET(~) t....!!.?t'E-7., but t....!!.?t'~-7r.s and 
S(t ....f!.?t')<S(q,). This contradicts the minimality of q, as well. 0 

3. ExAMPLES SHOWING THE USE OF STRATIFICATIONS 

The techniques of the previous section are introduced to show that specifications using negative prem
ises define a transition relation in a neat way. Here two examples illustrate the use of these tech
niques. 
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3.1. E.xAMPLE. Here the GSOS-format is defined. It differs slightly from the GSOS-format as given by 
BLOOM, IsTRAIL and MEYER [9] because we do not consider a special rule for guarded recursion. Sup
pose we have a TSS P with signature 'l::=(F,r), labels A and rules of the form 

{xk~Yk1lkeK1>/EL1} U{xk~ lkeK2,/EL2} 

f(x I• .•• , Xrcf))-!!..7t 

with/eF, xi. ... ,XrCJ»Ykt variables, K1>K2!:{I, ... ,r(j)}, Li.Li finite index sets and teT(}:). 
There is a unique transition relation that agrees with the rules. This can be seen by giving the strict 
stratification S : Tr (}:,A )-w: 

S(t -!!..7t') = n if t contains n function names. 

S is strict as the source in the conclusion of any rule contains more function names than any source 
in the premises. 

3.2. E.xAMPLE. In [6) a priority operator is defined on process graphs. In [12) an operational definition 
is given to the priority operator using rules with negative premises. However, the combination of 
unguarded recursion, the priority operator and renaming [5] will give rise to inconsistencies. Here we 
will show that simple conditions on either the relabeling operator or recursion can circumvent this 
problem. 

We base this example on the rules for BP~8 as given in [12) (rules 1-6 in table I). The TSS 
Pprio = ('l::prio•Aprio•Rpno) with }:prio =(Fprio•rprio) contains constant names a for all a eAct where Act is a 
given set of atomic actions. We suppose that there is a 'backwardly' well-founded ordering < on Act, 
which is used to construct a stratification. Furthermore, the signature contains constant names f for 
the empty process, and 6 representing inaction, resembling NIL in CCS [16). 

There is a unary function name fJ, the priority operator. If x can perform several actions, say x ...l!.7x' 
and x 4x" then fJ(x) allows only those transitions which are the highest in the ordering <. So if 
a >b then fJ(x)-!!.7fJ(x') is an allowed transition while fJ(x)4fJ(x") is not possible. We have another 
unary function name p1, the renaming operator. f is a renaming function from Act to Act. pfx) 
renames the labels of the transitions of x by f There are two binary operators. Sequential composition 
is denoted by · (this symbol is usually omitted). Alternative composition is denoted by +. 

For recursion it is assumed that there is some given set ::: !:'l::prio with process names. E is a set of 
process declarations of the form X«=tx for all process names XeE: (txeT('l::,,;0 )) •. In X«=tx, tx is the 
body of process name X. 

The labels in Apria are given by Act..; (=Act U { v'} ). v' is an auxiliary symbol that is introduced to 
represent termination of a process. The rules are given in table I. Here a,b range over Act..;. In rule 9 
of table I we use the abbreviation 'lr/b >a x ~ in the premises. It means that for all b >a there is a 
premise x ~. As an infinite number of negative premises are allowed in the premises of a rule, rule 
scheme 9 generates proper rules. 

With these rules we have the following inconsistency. Define 

x <.=fJ(p f.X) + b) 

with/(b)=a, f(a) = c, f(d) = d for all deAct - {a,b} and a >b. Now X 4( iff X ~-

As a first solution for this problem we consider renaming functions satisfying the requirement that if 
a >b then not f(b)=a for all a,beAct, i.e. we may not rename actions to ones with higher priority. 
It is now easy to see that a transition relation associated with Pprio exists using the following 
stratification of Pprio· Define rk (a) for all a eAprio by: 

rk(a)=sup((rk(b)+ I la <b}) for aeAct 

where sup( 0 )= O and rk(V) = O. Define S :Tr('l::prio•Aprio)-a for some ordinal a by: 
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I. a~t: a=fav 2. t:...i..:;8 

3. 
x~x' 4. .!'.~.!'.' 

x +y ....!!?x' x +y ....!!?y' 

5. 
x ....!!?x' a=fav 6. 

x ...:i..:;x' .!'. ....!!?,!'.' 
X:J' ....!!?x':Y X:J' ....!!?y' 

7. 
x~x' a=fav 8. 

x...:i..:;x' 
p_t<x)~pj(x') p_t<x) ;;)pj(x') 

9. 
x ~x' 'tlb>a x -1!.f-7 a,b=fav 10. 

x...:i..:;x' 
8(x) ....!!?8(x') 8(x) ;;)IJ(x') 

11. 
t ....!!?x' for X,~teE 

X1 ....!!?x' 

TABLE I 

S(t ....!!?t')=rk(a) 

(it is straightforward to check that S is a stratification of Pprio>· 
Another solution is to disallow that the priority and unless operators appear in the body of a pro

cess name. In this case a stratification can be given by: 

S(t ....!!?t')= n where n is the total number of occurrences of IJ's in t. 

A last possibility is obtained by disallowing unguarded recursion in the bodies of process 
definitions. A stratification can now be constructed as follows: Suppose one has a literal t ....!!?t'. Let n 
be the number of D's in t. Moreover, let m be the number of the D's in the bodies t" of all process 
names X" (X"~tx .. eE) that occur unguarded in t. Then we define a stratification 
S :Tr(~prio•Aprio)~w by S(t ....!!?t')= n +m. One can check that Sis a stratification of Pprio· 

4. STRONG BISIMULATION EQUIVALENCE 
The notion of strong bisimulation equivalence as defined below is from PARK [20]. 

4.1. DEFINITION. Let P =(~,A,R) be a stratifiable TSS. A relation R CT(~)X T(~) is a (strong) (P-) 
bisimulation relation if it satisfies: 
I. whenever s Rt and s....!!?rs' then, for some t'eT(~). we have t....!!?rt' and s'R t', 
2. conversely, whenever s Rt and t ....!!?rt' then, for some s' ET(~). we haves ....!!?r s' and s' Rt'. 
We say that two terms t,t' eT(~) are (P-)bisimilar, notation t ~Pt', if there is a P-bisimulation rela
tion R such that t Rt'. We write t ~ t' if P is clear from the context. Note that t:±p is an 
equivalence relation. 

5. THE NTYFT/NTYXT-FORMAT AND THE CONGRUENCE THEOREM 
Often one considers bisimulation equivalence as the finest extensional equivalence that one wants to 
impose. If bisimulation is not a congruence then one can distinguish bisimilar processes by putting 
them in appropriate contexts. Therefore, it is a nice property of a format if it guarantees that all 
operators defined by this format respect bisimulation. 
For TSS's without negative premises, the tyft!tyxt-format [12] is the most general format for which 
bisimulation is a congruence. Here we introduce the ntyft!ntyxt-format as the most general extension 
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of the tyft!tyxt-format with negative premises such that for operators defined in this format bisimula
tion is again a congruence. 

5.1. DEFINITION. Let 'I = (F,r) be a signature. Let P =('I,A,R) be a stratifiable TSS. A rule rER is in 
ntyft-format if it has the form: 

{tk ~Yk lkEK} U {t1-47 I IEL} 

f (XJ, . .. ,XrCJ»-f!.7t 

with Kand L index sets,yk,x; (l~i~r(f)) all different variables, ak,b1,aEA,fEF and tk,t1,tET('I). 
A rule r ER is in ntyxt-format if it fits: 

{tk~YklkEK} U {t1-4711EL} 

x-!!.7t 

with K,L index sets, Yk>X all different variables, ak>b,,a EA, tk,t1 and t ET(I). P is in ntyft-format if 
all its rules are in ntyft-format and P is in ntyft!ntyxt-format if all its rules are either in ntyft- or in 
ntyxt-format. 

From examples given in [12] it follows that the tyft!tyxt-format cannot be generalized in any obvious 
way without endangering the congruence property of bisimulation equivalence. This implies that for 
the ntyftlntyxt-format, the positive premises cannot be generalized. Since the negative premises are 
already as general as possible, the ntyft I ntyxt-format cannot be generalized in any obvious way 
without losing the congruence property of strong bisimulation. 

In the remainder of this section we will show that the congruence theorem holds for the 
ntyftlntyxt-format. In order to do so, we need a same well-foundedness restriction on the premises of 
the rules as was necessary to prove the congruence theorem for the tyft!tyxt-format. It remains an 
open question whether both congruence theorems can be proved without this restriction. 

5.2. DEFINITION (well-founded). Let P =('I,A,R) be a TSS. Let S = { tk ~tk' I k EK} k 
T('I)XA XT(I) be a set of positive literals over I and A. The Variable Dependency Graph (VDG) of 
Sis a directed (unlabeled) graph with: 

Nodes: U Var(tk ~tk'), 
keK 

Edges: { <x,y> lxEVar(tk), yEVar(tk') for some kEK}. 
S is called well-founded if any backward chain of edges in the variable dependency graph is finite. A 
rule is called well-founded if its set of positive premises is well-founded. A TSS is called well-founded 
if its rules are well-founded. 

Note that it is not useful to include negative premises in this definition as they do not have a target 
and therefore do not determine values of variables. 

5.2.1. ExAMPLE. The variable dependency graph of {f(x',y 1)-!!.7y2,g(x,y2)-!!.7yi} is given in figure 
3. The set of rules is not well-founded because the graph contains a cycle. 

(\ 
x Yt Y2 x' 

~ 
FIGURE 3 
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5.2.2. ExAMPLE. Consider the variable dependency graph G of {xn+ 1 ...E..7xn jnEN}. G is not well

founded because for any variable x; (i EN) that acts as a node in G, there is an infinite chain ending 

in this node. A part of G is depicted in figure 4. 

FIGURE 4 

5.3. DEFINITION. Let S be a set of positive literals which is well-founded and let G be the variable 

dependency graph of S. Let Var(S) be the set of variables occurring in literals in S. Define for each 

xE Var(S): nvvG(x)= sup({nvDG(y)+ l I <y,x >is an edge of G}) (sup(0)=0). 

If Sis a set of positive premises of a rule in ntyft!ntyxt-format then nvvG(x)EN for each xEVar(S); 

every variable Yk only occurs once in the right hand side of a positive literal in the premises. As the 

term tk is finite, it contains only a finite number of variables x. Therefore the set 

U = {nvDG(x)+ I I < x,y k> is an edge of G} is finite. Hence, nvvG(yk)= sup(U) is a natural number. 

5.4. DEFINITION. Two stratifiable TSS's P and P' are transition equivalent if -7P = -?r-

Hence, two TSS's are transition equivalent if they have the same signature, the same set of labels and 

if the sets of rules determine the same associated transition relation. The particular form of the rules 

is not of importance. 

5.5. LEMMA. Let P = (l':,A,R) be a stratifiable TSS in ntyxtlntyftformat. Then there is a stratifiable 

TSS P'= (~.A,R') in ntyftformat that is transition equivalent with P. 

PROOF. Let ~= (F,rank). Let R' contain every rule rER that is in ntyji-format together with the rules 

oj(r) for every ruler ER in ntyxt-format and every function name /EF where o1 is defined as: 

oj(x)= f(z., ... ,zran1cCJ» if x is the source in the conclusion of r. 

oj(x)= x 
z i. ... , Zranlcifl are variables that do not occur in r. 
otherwise 

Note that R' is in ntyji-fonnat. As P is stratifiable, there is a stratification S:Tr(~,A)-+a of P. It is 

not hard to see that this stratification is also a stratification for P'. It is enough to show that 

-7P,s = -?r.s· In order to see this we only need to prove that -?fj=-?fj' for all 

O:s;;;i <a,O:s;;;i < degree(P). This will be done by induction on i and within this induction, an induction 

onj. 
C) Suppose cpE-?fj for some i and j. According to the definition of -?fj this means that there is a 

closed instantiated rule o(r) with conclusion et> and premises Xie (k EK} such that 

U O<j'<j-7~· U U O<i'<;-?f. ~ Xk· If Xie is positive then, inductively, 

u O<j'<J-7;/ u u O<i'<;-?f.' ~ Xk· If Xk=t -1¥-7 then for all t' ET(~): t 4t' fl u O<i'<i-?f. and 

therefore t 4t'fl U 0.;;;'<;-?f.'. Hence, in both cases Uo</<j-7f U Uo.;;;'<;-?f.' ~Xie for all 

k EK. If r is a ntyft-rule, one can apply o(r) again to obtain cpE-7;/ . If r is in ntyxt-format and 

the lefthandside of et> is f(t., . . . , tran1cif»• apply the instantiated rule o'(oj(r)) where o'(x)= tk for 

x = zk (1 :s;;;k :s;;;rank(j)) and o'(x)= o(x) otherwise. Hence, cpE-?fj'. 
~) The reverse implication can be shown in the same way. D 
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5.6. DEFINITION. Let P =('l:,A,R) be a TSS. Let reR be a rule. A variable x is called free in r if it 
occurs .in r but not in the source of the conclusion or in the target of a positive premise. The ruler is 
called pure if it is well-founded and does not contain free variables. P is called pure if all rules in R 
are pure. 

5. 7. LEMMA. Let P =('l:,A,R) be a stratifiahle and wellfounded TSS in ntyft!ntyxtformat. Then there is 
a strati.fiable TSS P'=('l:,A,R') in pure ntyft!ntyxtformat which is transition equivalent with P. If P is 
in ntyftformat then P' is in pure ntyftformat. 

PROOF. R' contains a rule a(r) for every rule reR and substitution a satisfying: 

a(x) =I E T('l:) 
a(x)=x 

if x is free in r, 
otherwise. 

Note that P' constructed in this way is pure, if P is in ntyji-format then P' is also in ntyft-format and 
any stratification for P is also a stratification for P'. The remainder of the proof proceeds in the same 
way as the proof of lemma 5.5. 0 

Next, we state the congruence theorem. 

5.8. THEOREM. Let P be a wellfounded, stratifiable TSS in ntyft!ntyxtformat. Then tlp is a congruence 
relation. 

PROOF. This proof closely resembles the proof of the same theorem in [12). Assume P =('l:,A,R0) 

with 'l:=(F,r). According to lemma 5.5 and lemma 5.7 we may assume that P is in pure ntyji-format. 
As P is stratifiable, there is a stratification S:T('l:,A)-+a for some ordinal a of P. Furthermore, there 
is a transition relation -7P associated with P. We will show that for all /eF, u" ... ,u,if» 
V 1' ••• , Vr(/) E T('l:): 

VI ~k~r(j): uk tlp vk ~ /(uh ... ,u,(f»tlpf(v1> . . . , v,(f»· 

In order to do so, we define a relation R ~ T('l:) X T('l:) as the minimal relation satisfying: 
I. tlp ~R, 
and for all function names /eF 
2. Vl~k~r(j): ukRvk ~ /(u1> ... ,u,<n)Rf(v1> ... ,v,(f» 

For the relation R we have the following useful fact. 

FACT. Let teT('l:) and let a,a':V-+T('l:) be substitutions such that/or all x in Var(t): a(x)Ra'(x). 
Then a(t)R a'(t). 
PROOF. Straightforward induction on the structure oft. 0 

Once we show that R is a bisimulation relation then it immediately follows that R =tlp and conse

quently that ~P is a congruence relation. In order to see that R is a bisimulation relation we must 
check that R has the transfer property: if u R v and u ...!!7u' then there is a v' with v ...!!7v' and u' R v' 

and vice versa. If u ~P v then this is trivial. So suppose u =f(u" ... , u,(f»• v = f (v h ... , v,(f» and 
uk R vk for I ~k~r(j). We are ready if we show (by induction on /J) that the following holds for all 

/J: 

Ifff.J(u., ... ,u,(f»•a)+ff.J(v., ... , v,(f»•a)=P then 
/(u., ... ,u,(f»...!!7u'e-7p and ukR vk for l~k~r(j) implies 3v' /(vh ... , v,(f»...!!7v'e-7p 
and u'R v' 
vice versa. 
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Here f(t,a)=sup({S(t ....!!..7t')+ I I t'ET{~)}) for tET{~) and a EA. As the induction hypothesis is 
symmetric we need only check one halve of it. Suppose the induction hypothesis holds for all {J' < /l 
The validity of the induction hypothesis for fJ follows immediately if the following statement holds for 
all lo;;;;i<a and Io;;;;jo;;;;degree(P): 

If f(f(u 1, .•. ,u,(f)),a)+f(f(v" . . . ,v,<J»•a)={J, f(u,, ... ,u,<J»....!!..7u'E--7fj and ukRvk for 
l o;;;;k o;;;;r(j) then 3v' f (v" .. . , v,<J» ....!!..7v' E--7p and u' R v' 

We prove this statement with induction on i and within that with induction on j. So suppose the 
second induction hypothesis holds for i'<i or for i'=i if j'<j. Assume f(u,a)+f(v,a)={J and 
u ....!!..7u' E--7fj. As --7P agrees with P, there is a rule 

{tk~Yk lkEK} U {t147 j/EL} 
r= a ER 0 

f(x 1, ••• ,x,if,}....!!.?t 

and a substitution a such that: 
1. a(j(x" ... ,x,if>))=u, 
2. a(x;)=u; for lo;;;;io;;;;r(j), 
3. a(t)=u', 
4. --7pl=a(tk~Yk) and--7pl=a(t,)47. 
We will use rule r again in order to show that for some v' v ....!!..7v' E--7p and u' Rv'. Consider the 
VDG G of the positive premises of r. With induction on n we will show that the following statement 
holds for all n: 

CLAIM. There is a closed substitution a' such that for any x Enodes(G) with nvDa(x)<n a(x)R a'(x) 
and if x = Yk for some k EK then a'(tk ....!!..7yk) E--7p. 

For the moment we defer proving this claim and, assuming that it holds for all n, the proof of the 
theorem is finished first. 

For all positive premises et> of r it follows that we can prove that a'(ct>)E--7p for some closed substitu
tion a'. We will show that for each negative premise t147 in r a'(t1)47 also holds in -7p. By the 
claim a(x)R a'(x) for all variables x in r. Hence, we know using the previously proved fact that 
a(t1)R a'(t1). By definition of R there are two possibilities. 
1. a(t1) 't::'tp a'(t1). In this case a'(t1) 47 clearly holds in --7P· 
2. a(t1)= g(w" ... , w,(g,) and a'(t1)= g(w 1', ••• , w,(g{), gEF and w; R w;' (I o;;;;io;;;;r(g)). In order to 

arrive at a contradiction we assume that for some w ET(~) a'(t1)...El7w. Suppose v ....!!..7a'(t) is in a 
stratum s.., (y<f(v,a)). Hence, f(a'(t1),a1)o;;;;y<f(v,a). In the same way we can show that 
f(a(t1),a1)<f(u,a). Clearly, f(a(t1),a1)+f(a'(t1),a1)<f(u,a)+f(v,a). So by applying the first induc
tion hypothesis we know that 3w' a(t1)...El7w'. But this contradicts that a(t1)47 holds in -7P· 
So for every negative premise t147 of r: --7pl=a'(t1)47. 

Now as all premises of a'{r) hold, we may conclude that a'(j(x" ... ,x,if,>....!!..7t)E-7p. Define 
v'=a'(t). For all x E Var(t): a(x)R a'(x). By an application of the previously proved fact it follows 
that a(t)R a'(t) or equivalently, u' R v'. This completes the induction step for the second induction 
hypothesis. So we are almost finished. We only have to give the proof of the claim. 

Suppose x is a node of G with nvva(x)=n and the claim holds for n'<n. As r is pure there are two 
cases. 
1. x =x; (Io;;;;io;;;;r(j)). In this case the claim holds for n as a(x)=u;R v;=a'(x). 
2. x = Yk (k EK) and tk ....!!..7yk is a premise of r. By induction it holds that there is a closed substitu

tion a' such that for allyEVar(tk): a(y)Ra'(y). By the previously proved fact a(tk)Ra'(tk)· Now 
distinguish between two cases: 
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I. a(tk) ttp a'(tk). In this case there is a we T(I) such that a'(tk) ~w E--7p and a(yk) R w. 

2. There is a function name gin F and there are terms wk',wk/ for lE;;k'E;;r(g) such that: 

o(tk) = g(wi. ... , w,(g»• 

a'(tk)= g(w 1 ', ... , w,<g>') and 

wj R w/ for 1 E;;j E;;r (g ). 

Furthermore, we know that e(a(tk),ak)+e(a'(tk),ak)E;;e(u,a)+e(v,a) because 
S (a(tk) ~t")E;;S(u ...E.?u') for arbitrary t" e T(I) and S (a'(tk) ~t")E;;S (v ...E.?v') for arbi

trary t",v'eT(I). Also o(tk~Yk)E U;'<;--7f.U U j'<j--7t·· Now we can apply the first or 
second induction hypothesis which gives that there is a w such that 

g(w1', ... , w,(g>')~wE--7p and a(yk)R w. 
So, for any x with nvva(x)= n we can find a Wx such that a(x)R Wx· Define a closed substitution a" 

such that a''(x') = a'(x') if nvDG(x'')=Fn and a''(x')= wx' if nvva(x')= n. Clearly, all inductive properties 

hold for a". This finishes the deferred inductive proof. D 

6. MODULAR PROPERTIES OF TSS's 
Often one wants to extend a TSS with new functions and constants. Therefore the sum of two TSS's 
is introduced [12). The combination of two TSS's P 0 and P 1 is denoted by P 0 $P 1• With negative 

premises care is needed to guarantee that P 0 e P 1 still defines a transition relation. 

If P 1 is added to P 0 it would be nice if all literals with source teT(Io) in --7P.eP, are exactly the 

literals in --7p
0

• In this case we say that P 0 e P 1 is a conservative extension of P 0• 

6.1. D EFINITION. Let I; = (F;,r;) (i = O, l) be two signatures such that f e F 0 nF1 ~ r 0(f)= r 1(f). The 

sum of I 0 and Ii. notation I 0 $Ii. is the signature: 

I 0 EBI1 = (F0 UF.,A.fif f e F0 then ro(f) else r 1(f)). 

6.2. DEFINITION. Let P; = (I;,A;,R;) (i = O, I) be two TSS's with I 0$I1 defined. The sum of Po and 

P., notation P 0$P 1, is the TSS: 

PoeP. = (IoeI1,AoUA i.RoUR1). 

6.3. DEFINITION. Let P; = (I;,A;,R;) (i = O,l) be two TSS's with P = PoeP, defined. Let 

P = (I,A,R). We say that Pisa conservative extension of P 0 and that P 1 can be added conservatively 

to P 0 if P 0 $P 1 is stratifiable and for all t e T(I0), aeA and t'eT(I): 

t J!..7t' E --7 p <=> t ...E.?t' E--7p
0

• 

6.4. If P 0$P 1 = (I,A,R) is a conservative extension of P 0 = (Ia,A 0 ,R0) then it follows immediately 

that for all t,u e T(Io): t ttp u <=> t ttp
0
ep, u. 

The following theorem gives conditions under which a TSS P 1 can be added conservatively to P 0 . 

The theorem is the same as the one that holds for TSS's without negative premises ( 12), except for the 

constraint that P 0 eP 1 is stratifiable. By an example it will be shown that this condition is necessary. 

That the other conditions cannot be weakened, is shown in (12). 
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6.5. THEOREM. Let P 0 =(~0,A 0,R 0) be a TSS in pure ntyftlntyxt format and let P 1 =(l:"A "R i) be a 

TSS in ntyft format such that there is no rule in R 1 containing a function name from l:0 in the source of 

its conclusion. Let P=P0 ffJP 1 be defined and stratifiable. Then P 1 can be added conservatively to Po. 

PROOF. Let P=(l:,A,R). As P is stratifiable there is a stratification S:Tr(l:,A)-+a for some ordinal 

a for P. Define s 0 :Tr(l:0,A 0)-+a by s0(q,)=S(q,). It is not hard to check that s0 is a stratification of 

Po. 

We will prove that: 

tET(l:0), aeA 0 , t...l!.7t'e-7p <=> t...l!.7t'e-?p
0

, t'eT(l:o) 

by induction on the ordinal fJ (OE:;,/J<a) with S(t ...l!.7t')=S0(t ...l!.7t')= /J. 

Assume that the induction hypothesis holds for all /J' </3. 

(I) 

"==*" Suppose t ....f!.7 t' e -?~j for some j. Here -?~j is the relation defined in definition 2.5.2 to con

struct -7P· By induction on j it is shown that: 

teT(l:0), aeA 0 , t~jt' ==* t....f!.7t'e-?p
0

, t'eT(l:0). 

As -?p agrees with P there is a rule r eR with conclusion u ....!!7u' and a substitution a: V-+ T(l:) such 

that o(u)=t, a(u')=t'. rfl.R 1 as all rules in R 1 are in ntyJt-format, containing function names not 

occurring in l:o in the left hand side of their conclusions. So r eR0 • In the remainder we will only 

deal with the case that r is in ntyJt-format. The case that r is in ntyxt-format goes in the same way. So 

assume r is equal to (u = f(x 1> • • • , Xrif))): 

{sk~Yk I keK} U {u1-¥7 I leL} 

f(x,, ... ,Xr<f»....f!.7u' 

Now we use induction on nvDG(x) of the variable dependency graph G of the premises of r to prove 

that for all xeVar(r): a(x)el:o and if x=yk (keK) then a(sk~Yk)E-7p0 • Suppose 

nvvG(x)=neN. As P 0 is pure, we distinguish two cases: 
I. x=x; (lE:;,iE:;,r(f)). As teT(l:o), a(x)eT(l:0 ). 

2. x = Yk (k eK) and sk ~Yk is a positive premise of r. By induction we know that for all 

yeVar(sk) a(y)eT(l:0 ). As r e R 0 , a(sk)eT(~0). By induction and a(sk~Yk)e-7p0ep,, we can 

derive a(sk ~Yk)e-7p0 and a(yk)eT(l:o). 

As a consequence of this inductive proof it holds for all positive premises q, of r that a('/>)E-7p
1

• For 

a ne§ative premise u1---¥? we assume, in order to generate a contradiction that 3 u/ e T(l:0) 

a(u1 ~u/)e-?p •. As a(u1 ~u/) is in a strictly lower stratum than t....f!.7t' in s0
, it follows by induc

tion that a(u1 ~u/)e-?p. This contradicts a(u1)-¥?. 

As -7p
0 

agrees with P 0 and all premises of a(r) hold in -7P, it follows that a(u....!!7u') also holds in 

-7P.· As for all variables in var(r), a(r)eT(l:o), it also holds that a(u')eT(~o). 

"~"This case has the same structure as the proof of"==*" Take as intermediate induction hypothesis: 

t ....f!.7t' e-7p
0 

==* t ...l!.7t' e-?p. 

We skip the details but we remark that induction on nvvG is not necessary. From the induction 

hypothesis it follows that : 

t...l!.7t'e-7p
0 

==* t...l!.7t'e-?p, teT(l:0), aeA 0• 

After the combination of this result with "==*" the outermost induction step is proved. From this the 

.:.:.:::;:t:-_. . __ _ 
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theorem follows immediately. D 

In the remainder of this section we study how we can combine stratifications of two stratifiable TSS's 
P 0 and P 1 to a stratification of P 0 E9 P 1• The following examples show that in general the sum of two 
stratifiable TSS's is not stratifiable. 

6.6. ExAMPLE. This example shows that under certain circumstances it can even be dangerous to 
extend the signature of a TSS. Let P 0 be a TSS with unary function name f, a label a and a rule: 

f(x)-¥7 
f (x).-!!7/(x) 

This TSS is stratifiable as there are no ground instances of literals. Adding a TSS P 1 that only con
tains the single constant c already leads to an inconsistency. If ----7 is a relation that agrees with 
PoE9P1 then ----71= f(c)...!!.?f (c) iff ----71= f (c)-¥7. 

6. 7. ExAMPLE. This is a less trivial example that shows a problem that can occur when stratifying the 
sum of stratifiable TSS's. Let P 0 consist of a unary function name g, a constant 8, labels a,b and a 
rule: 

x ..1!.;-7 
g(x)...!!.?8 

P 1 consists of unary function names g and f, constant 8, labels a,b and a rule: 

g(f(x))...!!.?y 
f(x)~8 

Po and P 1 both have an associated transition relation. P 0 E9PI> however, makes it possible to show 
that /(8)~8 iff f (8)..l!.;-7 for any transition relation ----7 agreeing with P 0E9P 1• In figure 5 the 
dependency graph of P 0 E9 P 1 is drawn. The negative edge comes from P 0 and the positive edge from 
P 1, together constituting a cycle with a negative edge. 

g (f ( 8)) ...l!.78 

p( )n 
/(8)~8 

FIGURE 5 

Checking the stratifiability of the sum of two stratifiable TSS's can be done by giving a stratification 
for p 0 e p I· Sometimes the following theorem is helpful. 

6.8. THEOREM. Let ~o = (Fo,ro) and ~I = (F1>r1) be signatures such that for some constants ao,a 1: 

aoEFo and a1 eF1. Let Po=(~o.Ao,Ro), Pi =(~1>A 1>R1) be stratified TSS's. Let ~0€9~1 be defined 
I/for all closed substitutions a0 and a 1 and rules r 0 eR0 and r 1 eR 1 where q, is the conclusion of r 1 and 
1/1 is a positive premise of ro or (t[; = t ...!!.?t' and t -¥7 is a negative premise of r0): a0(t[;):f=a1 (4') then 
PoE9P1 is a stratifiable TSS. 

PROOF. Assume that P 0 has stratification s0: Tr(~0,A 0)-+ao and that P 1 has stratification 
s I: Tr(~I>A I )-+a1. Construct a stratification s for p 0 e p I as follows: define 
UkTr(~oE9~1>AoUA1l as the set of all literals that fit a premise of a rule r 0 eR0 • If literal q,eU 
then_construct a literal q, by_replacing all subterms/(u) for /eF1 in q, by a0 • As the label of q, is in 
A 0 , q,eTr(~0,A 0) and thus q, occurs in a stratum fJ in s0. Define S(f/l) = /J. _ 
Assume q,~U. If the label of q, is not in A 1 then S(q,)=ao. If the label of q, is in A 1 then construct q, 
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from_q, by replacing every subterm /(Ii) in q, with /E"i:.0 by a 1• Now 'i'ETr("i:.i.A 1). So it must hold 

that q, is in a stratum {Jin S 1• Define S(q,)=ao+/J. Now every literal 4'ETr("i:.0 E9"1:.i,A 0 UA 1) has a 

place in S. 

We now check that Sis a stratification of P0 E9P 1• Take a rule rER 0 UR 1• Suppose o is a closed 
substitution and "1 is the conclusion, q, a positive premise (if present in o(r)) and t ...!!f7 a negative 

premise (also if present) of o(r). We proceed by case analysis. 
I. t/IE U. By the condition in this theorem "1 is not an instance of a conclusion in a rule from R 1 

and thus rER 0 • Hence, for all t'ET("i:.0 E9"1:. 1): q,, t....E.?t'EU. q,,1/1 and t....E.?t' are related in the 

same way as~.~ and t ....E.?t' are related in s 0
• As~.~ and t ....E.?t' are also instances of r for some 

o' they satisfy the conditions for a proper stratification in S 0 and therefore q,, "1 and t ....E.?t' 

satisfy these conditions in S. 
2. t/lflU. 

1. If "1 has a label a ~A 1 then r cannot be a rule of R 1 and so r eR 0 • As q, and t ~t' (for all 
t') are elements of U, "1 is in a strictly higher stratum than all its premises. Hence r satisfies 
the stratification condition in this case. 

2. If "1 has a label in A 1 then t/IES...,+p if~ is in stratum Sb. If q,EU then q, is in a strictly 

lower stratum than "1 and if t ....E.?t' EU then t ....E.?t' is in a strictly lower stratum than 1/1. If 
q,~U and ~ES~, then S(q,)= ao+y. If t....E.?t'~U and t....E.?t'eS~, then S(t....E.?t')=ao+y, •. 

Now as ~. ~ and t ....E.?t' are all instances of r for some substitution o', y<./J and Yr•</J. 
Hence, "1 is in an equal or higher stratum than q, in S and t ....E.?t' is in a strictly lower stra
tum than 1/1. This shows that also in the last case the stratifiability condition for r is satisfied. 

0 

7. THE TRACE CONGRUENCE GENERATED BY THE NTYFT/NTYXT FORMAT 

In this section we show that if we define operators using the pure ntyft I nryxt-format, then for image 
finite processes the trace congruence generated by this format is exactly (strong) bisimulation 
equivalence. First we give the definition of a trace congruence generated by a format and the 
definition of image finite processes. Then, in figure 6, we show how we will prove our result. The 
arrows denote set inclusion and 'IF indicates that we need image finiteness. 

7.1. DEFINITION. Let P = ("i:.,A,R) be a stratifiable TSS and let -7P be the transition relation associ
ated with P. Let s E T("i:.). A sequence a 1 • • • • •an EA• is a (P-)trace from s if there are terms 
sl> .. . ,snET("i:.) for some nEN such that s...!!.J.7ps 1 ...!!.J.7p · · · ~Psn. Tr(s) is the set of all P-traces 
from s. Two process terms s,s'ET("i:.) are trace equivalent with respect to P if Tr(s)=Tr(s'). This is 
also denoted ass =.'/: s'. 

7.2. DEFINITION. Let '!I be some format of TSS rules. Let P =("i:.,A,R) be a stratifiable TSS in '!I for
mat. Two terms t,t' ET('l:.) are trace congruent with respect to 'j rules, notation t =ft', if for every TSS 
P'=("i:.',A',R') in 'jformat which can be added conservatively to P and for every "i:.ES"i:.'-context C[J: 

C[t J='/:er C[t']. 

7.3. DEFINITION. Let P = ("i:.,A,R) be a stratifiable TSS. Let -7P be the transition relation associated 
with P. -7P is called image finite if for all s e T("i:.) and a EA the set { t Is 4P t} is finite. 

7.4. DEFINITION. Let P = ("i:.,A,R) be a stratifiable TSS with associated transition relation -7P· A 
relation Rn k T(~) X T("i:.), for n EN, is called an n-bounded bisimulation relation if: 
I. Ro = T("i:.) X T("i:.), 
2. Vs,tET("i:.) s Rn +t t and s ....E.?ps' ==> 3t' t 4P t' and s'Rnt', 
3. Vs,t ET("i:.) s Rn +It and I ....E.?P I'==> 3s' s ....E.?ps' and s'Rnl'. 

Two process expressions t,t'ET("i:.) are n-bounded bisimi/ar (for P), notation 1~;11 if there is an-
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- T =pure ntyftlntyxt ~p 

~p 

FIGURE 6 

bounded bisimulation relation Rn such that t Rn t'. Two terms t,t'eT('l:.) are bounded bisimilar for P, 
notation t ~Pt', if for all n eN t ~; t'. 

The following lemma gives a condition under which bounded bisimilar states are bisimilar. 

7.4.1. LEMMA. Let P = ('l:.,A,R) be a stratifiable TSS such that ~P is image finite. Let s,t e T('l:.). 
Then: 

PROOF. 11
$=

11 is trivial. See for"~" (11]. D 

7.5. We will now give the basic definitions and lemmas to prove that =~urentyftlntyxtf;~p. The main 
component is the following test system. We will show that this test system is stratifiable and that it 
can test equality between n-bounded bisimilar processes. 

7.5.1. DEFINITION: Let P = ('l:.,A,R) be a TSS. The bisimulation tester of P Pr=('l:.r,Ar,Rr) is a TSS 
with signature 'l:.r = {Fr,rr) containing binary function names Bn and Q~ for all n eN, a eA and with 
constant 8. The labels of Pr are Ar=A U { ok,yes,no }. The rules in Rr are given in table 3. 

y~y' Bn - l(x',y')~z 

Q~(x',y)~8 

x~x' Q~(x',y)~ 

Bn(x,y)~8 

Bn(x,y)~ Bn(y,x)~ 

Bn(x,y)~8 

TABLE 3 

for n >0, aeA 2 

for n >0, aeA 3 

for n >0 4 

The rules in table 3 are based on the following meaning of the transitions ~. ~and ~: 
Bn(x,y)~8 if x andy are n-bounded bisimilar. 
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Bn(x,y)~B (n >0) if x can perform a step that cannot be done by y such that the results are 

(n - 1 )-bounded bisimilar. 
Q:(x,y) ~8 (n >0) means that y can perform an a-step such that the result is (n - 1 )-bounded 
bisimilar with x. 

The rules in table 3 just encode n-bounded bisimilarity. The negative premises model the universal 
quantifiers in definition 7.4. 

7.5.2. REMARK. The test system Pr is able to test equivalences between terms t,ueT(I). However, it 

cannot test processes over T(I$Ir). The reason for this is that in rule 2 and 3 of table 3 

a=/:=ok,yes,no. If a would be allowed to range over A U { ok,yes,no }, then it is impossible to give a 
stratification as is done in this paper. 

7.5.3. LEMMA. Let P=(~,A,R) be a TSS. Let Pr be the bisimulation tester of P. Pr is stratifiable. 

PROOF. It is enough to show that P has a stratification. Construct a mapping S:Tr(Ir,Ar)~w as fol

lows: 
I. for all aeA and t,t'eT(~r) S(t....!!?t')=l, 
2. for n eN and t,u,v eT(~r) S(Bn(t,u)~v)=2n + l, 
3. for n eN - {O}, aeAr and t,u,veT(Ir) S(Q:(t,u)~v)=2n - l, 
4. for neN-{O} and t,u,veT(~r) S(Bn(t,u)~v)=2n. 
It is straightforward to check that S is a stratification for Pr. D 

7.5.4. LEMMA. Let P = (I,A,R) be a stratifiable TSS in pure ntyft!ntyxtformat containing at least one 

constant in its signature. Furthermore, A must not contain the labels ok, no,yes and I must not contain 

function names Bn and Q: for all a eA,n eN. Let t,u ET(~) then 

Bn(t,u)~Be-?pepT <=> t~;u. 

PROOF. As yes,no,ok fl.A, conclusions of rules in Rr never fit a premise of rules in R. Furthermore, P 

and Pr are stratifiable and contain at least one constant in their signatures. Hence by theorem 6.8, 

P$Pr is stratifiable. So P$Pr has an associated transition relation -7PePT· As a consequence of 

theorem 6.5 P(f)Pr is a conservative extension of P. 
"~" Use induction on n. Basis. For n = O t ~; u for any t,u eT(I). Hence, the theorem holds in this 

case. 
Induction. We have to show that (1): If Bn+•(t,u)~Be-?pepT and t ....!!?t'e-?p then 3u' s.t. 

u....!!?u'e-?p and t'~;u' and vice versa (2): if u....!!?u'e-?p then 3t' s.t. t....!!?t'e-?p and t'~;u'. 
As Bn+•(t,u)~Be-?pepT and -7PePT agrees with P$Pr, it must be the case that using rule 4 

Bn+ 1(t,u)~ and Bn+•(u,t)~ hold in -7PePT· Therefore, it cannot be the case that the prem

ises of rule 3 all hold with o(x)=t, o(y)=u. But we know that t....!!?t'e-?p and by conservativity also 
t....!!?t'e-?pepT. Hence for some v Q:+•(t',u)~ve-?pepT. But then the premises of rule 2 must 

be true with o(y) = u and o(x')= t'. Hence for some u' u....!!?u'e-?pepT and Bn(t',u')~Be-?pepT. 

By conservativity u ....!!?u' e-?p. With the induction hypothesis t' ~; u'. 
We can show (2) in the same way. Hence if Bn+•(t,u)~Be-?pepT then t~;+• u. 

"$=." Again, we use induction on n. Basis. If n =O, the theorem is trivial as B0(t,u)~Be-?pepT 

for all t,ueT(~). 
Induction. Suppose t~;+• u. We will show that Bn+ 1 (t,u)~e-?pepT. By rule 4 it is sufficient to 

show that Bn+l(t,u)~ and Bn+•(u,t)~ hold in -7PePT· This means that we have to show 

that rule 3 can never be applied, i.e. neither (3): t....!!?t' or Q:+•(t',u)~ nor (4): u....!!?u' or 

Q:+ 1 (u',t)~ for any aeA holds in -7PePT· Suppose for some aeA t-2/7 holds in -7PePT· 

Then (3) trivially does not hold. Now suppose t ....!!?t' e-?pepT for some t'. As Pr conservatively 
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. n+I n 
extends P, t...!!.?t'E~p. Then usmg t~p u 3u'ET(~) u...f!.?u'E~p and t'~pu'. By conserva-
tivity u...f!.?u'E~PfBPT· Using the induction hypothesis Bn(t',u')~8E~pfBpT. Applying rule 2 

yields Q:+ 1 (t',u)~8E~pepT and hence Q:+ 1(t',u)~ does not hold in ~PfBPT· We can prove 

(4) in the same way. 0 

The following theorem relates all notions. 

7.6. THEOREM. Let P =(~,A,R) be a stratifiable TSS in pure ntyft!ntyxtformat such that ~P is image 

finite, A does not contain labels ok,no,yes and ~ does not contain function names Bn,Q= for all 

aEA,nEN. 

t =Jun ntyftlntyxt U <==* t ~p U <==* t ~p U 

PROOF. Suppose t~pu. Let P'=(~',A',R') be a TSS in pure ntyft!ntyxt-format such that P<fJP' is a 

conservative extension of P. Then t ~PfBP' u. By the congruence theorem, for any ~<fJ~'-context C 

C[t] ~PerC[u]. Hence, t =~urc ntyftlntyxt u. 

Suppose t-+JZpu. This means that for some nEN t-+JZiu. Construct the context B';{t,[]). Now by 
lemma 7.5.4 Bn(t,u)-1!!!.f-7 holds in ~PfBPT while Bn(t,t)~8E~pfBpT. Hence, t-;J=. pure ntyftlntyxt u or 

in other words: t =~urc ntyftlntyxt u ~ t ~Pu. 

The last case t~pu ~ t~pu follows directly from lemma 7.4.1. 0 

The condition that ok,no,yesfiA and Bn,Q: are not in~ is not a real restriction. It can be circum

vented by simply renaming labels and function names. 

7. 7. A finite test system The bisimulation tester uses an infinite number of function names. For every 
n EN and a EA there are binary operators Bn and Q:. It is natural to ask whether a test system with 
a finite number of binary operators can be formulated. Here such a test system is given. This test sys
tem has as additional property that if the number of labels in a tested system is finite, then there are 
only a finite number of rules necessary. 

7. 7.1. DEFINITION. Let P =(~,A,R) be a TSS with a countable set of labels A. Assume that there is a 
function n:A-+N that gives a unique number for each label, satisfying that if for aEA n(a)=m>O 

then 3bEA n(b)=m -1. The.finite bisimulation tester Prr=(~rr.Arr,Rrr) contains constants 0, 1 and 

8, unary function names Sand S 0, a teJEary function name Ban~ a quaternary function name Q. 
The labels in Pa are given by A Fr= A U A U { ok,yes,no, 0, 1}. Here A = {a I a EA } . The definition of n 

is extended to A by n(a)=n(a). The rules in Rrr are given in table 4. Here, l,l',n,n',x,x',y,y' are 
variables. a ranges over A and b,c range over A. s3<0 >(1) is an abbreviation for n(a) applications of 
S 0 to I. 

The main difference between PT and Prr is that labels and numbers do not occur any more as sub
and superscripts at Q and B, but they are coded by zeroes and successor functions and included in 

the list of arguments. We have the same results for Prr as for PT. We only give here the lemmas and 
we omit the proofs. With these results it can be shown in exactly the same way as in the proof of 
theorem 7.6 that Prr is also powerful enough to distinguish between non bisimilar processes. 



x~x' 
S0(x)-..!78 

n~n' 
B(n,x,y)~8 

1-41' y ....!!?y' B(n,x',y') ~z 
Q(n,l,x',y) ok)8 

n ---4n' x ....!!?x' Q(n',s3<0>(1),x',y)~ 
B(n,x,y)~8 

B(n,x,y)~ B(n,y,x)~ 

B(n,x,y)~8 

TABLE 4 
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2 

for n(b)=O 3 

if n(c)=n(b)+ 1 4 

5 

foraeA 6 

for n >0, aeA 7 

for n>O 8 

7. 7.2. LEMMA. Let P =(~,A,R) be a TSS with a countable set of labels A. The finite bisimulation tester 
P FT of P is stratifiable. 

7.7.3. LEMMA. Let P=(~,A,R) be a stratifiable TSS in pure ntyft!ntyxtformat with a countable set of 
labels A not containing labels yes,no,ok,O, 1. Function names 0, S, 1, S 0, B, Q must not occur in ~- Let 
t,u ET(~). sn(O) is an abbreviation for n applications of Son 0. Then: 

B(Sn(O),t,u)~pep"8 <=> t~;u. 

8. AN OVERVIBW OF TRACE AND COMPLETED TRACE CONGRUENCES 

There are nowadays several different formats of rules for describing a Plotkin style operational seman
tics. All these formats induce their own trace and completed trace congruences. We find it useful to 
give an overview of the current state of affairs. Below in table 5 we give an overview of all results that 
are known up till now. We will not explicitly define all equivalence notions, but we will confine our
selves to giving references. The first column describes the different formats for the rules. The pure 
ntyft!ntyxt-format is the most extensive. All other formats are restricted versions of the pure 
ntyft!ntyxt-format. The pure tyft!tyxt-format [12) can be obtained from the pure ntyft!ntyxt-format 
by not allowing negative premises in the rules. The GSOS-format [9] has been defined in example 
3.1. It is a simplification of the pure ntyJt-format in the sense that rules in GSOS-format only have 
conclusions of the formf(xi. ... ,x,CJ»....!!?t and premises of the form x;~x;' for l~i~r(f) and 
xj-'¥-7 for l~j~r(f). In example 3.1 it has been shown that a TSS in GSOS-format has a unique 
associated transition relation. 
The positive GSOS-format [12) is almost equal to the GSOS-format, the only difference being that 
rules in the positive GSOS-format do not have negative premises. A typical example of a rule in posi
tive GSOS format is: 
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trace congruence completed trace 
congruence 

DE SIMONE-format trace equivalence failure equivalence 
positive GSOS-format simulation equivalence 213 bisimulation 
GSOS-format 2/3 bisimulation 213 bisimulation 
pure tyftltyxt-format simulation equivalence 2-nested simulation equivalence 
pure ntyftlntyxt-format bisimulation bisimulation 

TABLE 5 

x~x 1 ' x4x2' 

f(x)~g(x,x,',x 1 ') • 

One can clearly see that variables may be used more than once in the source of the premises or the 
target of the conclusion. This is called copying [l]. The positive GSOS-format is not only more res
tricted than the GSOS-format, but also every rule satisfying the positive GSOS-format is in the pure 
tyftltyxt-format (see figure 1). 
The oldest format is the DE SIMONE-format [26]. It is equal to the positive GSOS-format except that it 
does not allow copying. Every variable in the left hand side of the conclusion may only occur once in 
the right hand side of the conclusion or in the left hand side of a premise. Every variable in the right 
hand side of a premise may appear only once in the right hand side of the conclusion. 
The second and third column of table 5 give the trace and completed trace congruences belonging to 
these formats. The notion of completed trace congruences was not yet defined: 

8.1. DEFINITION. Let P =(l:,A,R) be a TSS with associated transition relation ~P· Let seT(l:). sis 
a deadlocked process, notation s-f-7, if there are no teT(l:) and aeA with s~pt. A sequence 
a 1 * · · · •an EA* is a completed trace of s if there are process terms s I> ••• , Sn E T(l:) such that 
s ~P s 1 ~P • • • ....E&:)p sn -f-7. CT(s) is the set of all completed traces of s. Two process terms 
s,teT(l:) are completed trace equivalent/or P if CT(s)=CT(t). This is denoted as s::5JTt. 

The notion of completed trace congruence can be obtained by replacing •trace' by •completed trace', =f 
by =P" and =i by-5JT in definition 7.2. 

The trace and completed trace congruences for the DE SIMONE-format follow directly from an impor
tant result of R. de Simone: All operators definable in the DE SIMONE-format can also be defined 
using architectural expressions over MEUE-SCCS. It is a well known result that trace equivalence is a 
congruence in MEUE-SCCS. From this it follows immediately that the trace congruence is trace 
equivalence. Furthermore, an established result is that the completed trace congruence is failure trace 
equivalence. For all other results, we refer to [12] where all completed trace congruences, except for 
the pure ntyftlntyxt-format, are given. The notion of 2/3-bisimulation was first mentioned in [15] and 
simulation equivalence and 2-nested simulation equivalence are defined in [12]. The trace congruences 
for positive GSOS and GSOS are not published anywhere. However, with the help of the lemmas in 
[12] one can prove the results. In [12] it is shown that the trace congruence for the pure tyftltyxt
format is simulation equivalence. 
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